SPECIALIST HEAVY LIFT PROVIDER
OM heavylift will provide the largest permanent quay side crane in the UK at Dundee Port

Gottwald MK 1500
A 58m boom…

GOTTWALD MK 1500
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OM HEAVY LIFT’s practical and professional approach utilises
the depth of experience and knowledge of our team to
provide solutions for our clients. We work closely with our
clients to deliver reliability and performance.
We review and analyse every aspect of the lifting operation to
provide safe and practical outcomes for all lifting and
transport operations.
OM HEAVY LIFT have the largest permanent quay side crane
in the UK at Dundee Port - A Gottwald Mk1500. It is the largest
fixed quayside crane in the UK. Its scale is such that with a 58m
boom it can lift 875 Tonnes from the centre of a barge or
vessel.
A permanent crane removes mobilisation charges which can
be significant. Market leading day rates will enable Dundee
port to attract decommissioning and renewables
construction as it will be considerably cheaper as craneage
represents a significant element of the onshore processing
cost.
A further attraction of Dundee along with the new quay and
the heavy lift crane is the 25 hectares of lay down area
immediately adjacent to the heavy lift crane pad.
OM Heavy will offer alternative methods and models to
ensure Dundee port leads the way in the Re-use / equipment
market as well as offering fixed price options for all projects
along-side Dundee port.
The combination of the physical attributes of the port and the
commercial advantage delivered by the crane will ensure
projects currently lost to Scotland can now be more
competitively tendered and won.
Heavy crane capability is also considered to be a significant
attraction for offshore wind developments in the medium
term, 2020 and beyond.
OM Heavy lift also owns and operates a fleet of other
crawler cranes:
NCK Olympus HC170 ( 170 tonne )
NCK Ajax HC75 ( 75 tonne )

In addition, the group owns and manages our Forfar
storage facility:
Located near the A90 trunk road at Forfar, easily
accessible for Aberdeen, Dundee and Montrose
The site includes 6 acres of hard standing and 55,000 sq
ft. of internal storage, along with office space
The site is secure and manned during normal working
hours
Handling equipment includes 1 x 2.5Te forklift, 1 x 7Te
forklift, 1 x 20Te forklift and an 75Te crane based on site
at Forfar

American Skyhorse 11250 ( 400 tonne )
Significant Jacking, skating and torqueing equipment
Rigging, spreader beams, ballast weights etc.
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